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Result: Recommendation that Mining Lease 38/331 be forfeited. 

 
Representation: 

Counsel: 
Plaintiff : Mr G Lawton 
Defendant : Mr A Beech SC 

Solicitors: 
Plaintiff : Lawton Gillon 
Defendant : Hunt & Humphry 
 

Cases referred to in judgment: 
 
Craig v Spargos Exploration NL, unreported, noted at AMPLA Bull 73 
 
THE PROCEEDINGS  
 

1 This matter was listed before me on 2 November 2005, and is a 
continuation of proceedings listed for hearing before me in Leonora in 
open court on 31 March 2004.  It was agreed by both counsel that I 
would hear evidence relevant to both the exemption application and the 
forfeiture plaint on the day with leave granted to either party to make 
further submissions in relation to the plaint for forfeiture once the 
decision of the Minister on the exemption application was known. 

 
2 By Notices of Motion the Defendant sought the leave of the court to 

lead further evidence from geologist Sharon Bell and South Boulder 
Mines Ltd (South Boulder) chairman, Brian Rear. They were to be called 
to give evidence of work performed on the tenement since the 2004 
hearing, transfer of the tenement to South Boulder and future plans for 
the tenement.  The Plaintiff opposed the application.  I opted to hear the 
disputed evidence and the submissions of the parties and rule on its 
reception after the end of the proceedings. 

 
THE APPLICATION TO HEAR FURTHER EVIDENCE 
 

3 The Plaintiff filed an objection 17/034 on 29 August 2003 and a 
plaint for forfeiture 36/034 on 2 September 2003.  The tenement holder 
filed a notice of appointment and notice of defence on 4 November 2003. 
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It relates to tenement year September 2002 to September 2003.  South 
Boulder Mines Ltd was joined as a defendant by order of Warden Calder 
on 15 January 2004.   

 
4 The hearing took place at Leonora before me on 31 March 2004.  My 

recommendation to the Minister was published 17 June 2004 but the 
Minister did not in fact refuse the application for exemption until 5 May 
2005.  The hearing on the plaint came before me on 2 November 2005.  
The 2002–2003 financial year is now a long time ago. 

 
5 The defendant has obtained another counsel since I recommended 

that the exemption application be refused.  The new counsel does not 
feel bound by the agreement made with the plaintiff and the court by his 
predecessor.  He wishes me to hear evidence about money expended on 
the tenement and the transfer of the tenement from Sub-Sahara 
Resources NL (Sub-Sahara) to South Boulder. 

 
6 This evidence was not available at the time of the hearing because it 

had not occurred yet.  Mr Beech (the new counsel) argues it is significant 
and relevant because it relates to the ‘gravity’ of the breach of 
expenditure requirements in that it is part of the circumstances of the 
case I must take into account during forfeiture proceedings. 

 
7 Mr Lawton argues that the defendants are estopped by the agreement 

of their prior counsel.  He cites no authority for this nor points to any 
prejudice accruing to his client.  He further argues that subsequent 
expenditure is of no relevance. 

 
8 There is an interest in administrative proceedings for fairness and 

finality.  It would be a rare event that a warden would allow in such 
evidence contrary to a prior undertaking.  In this case however so much 
time has passed since the recommendation to the Minister on the 
exemption until the resumption of this hearing on the plaint it would be 
unfair if a defendant to a plaint where over two years had passed was not 
be able to give evidence of subsequent commitment to the tenement if it 
is relevant. 

 
9 I am of the view that the evidence is relevant in that it is part of the 

circumstances of the case that I must consider in assessing gravity. I 
therefore propose to allow its admission. 
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THE LEGAL BACKGROUND 
 

10 Pursuant to S82 of the Mining Act 1978 WA (the Act) the holder of a 
Mining Lease is required to comply with prescribed expenditure 
conditions unless the Minister grants a certificate of exemption in respect 
of the whole or part of the expenditure condition.  It is not in issue in this 
case that the Minister refused to issue a certificate of exemption in 
relation to the subject tenement. 

 
11 S98 of the act provides by  

  4(a) when the warden finds that the holder of an exploration 
licence or lessee of a mining lease has failed to comply with such 
requirements as are mentioned in subsection (1), the warden may 
recommend the forfeiture of such licence or lease, or impose a penalty not 
exceeding $10,000,000 as an alternative to the forfeiture or dismiss the 
application. 
 4(b) Where a penalty is imposed under this section the 
warden may award the whole amount of the penalty or any part to the 
applicant. 
  (5) A recommendation shall not be made under subsection 
(4) unless the warden is satisfied that the non-compliance with such 
requirements, is, in the circumstances of the case, of sufficient gravity to 
justify the forfeiture. 

 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
 

12 The Defendants to the plaint are Sub-Sahara Resources NL and South 
Boulder Mines Ltd.  The tenement involved is Mining Lease 38/331.  It 
is called Famous Blue and is located about 130km North West of 
Laverton.  Famous Blue was made a mining lease on 1 October 1991 and 
in the relevant expenditure year the expenditure requirement was 
$97,200.00.  It is not disputed that Sub-Sahara expended only $19,902 
representing annual rent, rates and administrative overheads on the 
tenement.  South Boulder applied on behalf of Sub-Sahara for an 
exemption on the remainder of the expenditure requirement.  The 
plaintiff in this action objected. 

 
13 I recommended to the Minister that the application be refused (see 

Sub-Sahara Resources NL vs William Robert Richmond [2004] WAMW 
7).  The Minister upheld the recommendation almost a year after the 
recommendation was made. 
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14 During the relevant tenement year the only interest that South 

Boulder had in the project was a contingent one, as a holder of a 
purchase option entered into by an agreement of 16 January 2002.  The 
option to purchase was not exercised by South Boulder until 10 October 
2003, or after the expiry date of the relevant tenement year. 

 
15 After the hearing of the Exemption Application, Famous Blue was 

transferred from Sub-Sahara to South Boulder on 24 March 2005.  
Famous Blue was acquired by paying the price agreed in the option 
agreement and the stamp duty. 

 
16 Evidence was led from Sharon Bell, geologist, as to cost of work 

done on Famous Blue, native heritage work, some rehabilitation, 
obtaining some geophysical data photos and ethnological survey for the 
benefit of the local aboriginal community.  This work was done even 
though South Boulder was exempt from expenditure because Famous 
Blue was under plaint. 

 
17 Brian Rear, Chairman of South Boulder was called.  He gave 

evidence of a scoping study performed by Snowdens and that the board 
had passed a resolution to implement a prefeasibility study into the 
Famous Blue gold project. 

 
18 He admitted in a cross examination that the Snowden report was 

created for the purpose of having the Minister not accept my 
recommendation on the exemption application and that there was a 
decision to put a hold on exploration until my recommendation could be 
appealed.   

 
19 He also admitted that he had in the company’s annual report in 2004 

innocently misrepresented the actual position when he informed 
shareholders that the company had successfully made an application on 
29 June 2004 to hear further evidence at this hearing when in fact there 
had been no ruling as to that application. 

 
20 In this case the end of the relevant expenditure year was 30 

September 2003. The tenement holder for the whole of that year was 
Sub-Sahara.  The exemption application was lodged before the end of 
that financial year.  Rates, rents and administration costs only were paid, 
amounting to only approximately 20% of the expenditure requirement.  
Sub-Sahara had sought an exemption for 3 years promising it would 
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perform work on the tenement.  It did none of this work and only 1 
month after this empty promise divested itself of its interest in the lease 
by an option agreement to the second defendants.  South Boulder used 
Famous Blue’s prospectivity not to move any closer to mining but to 
float a company which would raise capital to explore other tenements 
surrounding Famous Blue. 

 
21 The only credible evidence I have heard is that Famous Blue is 

economic to mine.  The only interest South Boulder had during that 
tenement year was as an option holder. 

 
22 I can not ignore the fact that since the hearing South Boulder has 

advanced its plans.  It has spent money on a scoping document to be 
presented to the Minister . It has performed heritage work on Famous 
Blue.  It of course can not be blamed for not spending money on 
exploration drilling in the circumstances whilst awaiting an outcome on 
the plaint. 

 
23 South Boulder as the holder of an option on Famous Blue made a 

commercial decision to obtain an interest in a tenement highly 
vulnerable to plaint.  When they gained the option interest they had 
insufficient money to both expend money on expenditure and float a 
company.  They took a commercial risk and floated a company and 
attempted to obtain an exemption on grounds which they were unable to 
prove.  This commercial decision was fully informed as Mr Cornelius 
himself, a Director of South Boulder, had lodged a plaint for forfeiture of 
the tenement during the previous tenement year. 

 
24 Mr Beech submits that this situation is analagous to my decision in 

Surrey Holdings Pty Ltd v Newcrest Pty Ltd, ([2003] WAMW 36), but 
this situation is clearly different.  

 
25 Since 1998 exemptions on the non-economic ground had been 

granted to the tenement holders of Famous Blue.  It can not be said that 
the failure to expend money in the 2002–2003 expenditure year was a 
mere aberration.  The defendant can no longer rely on the big spends 
made on the tenement in the 1990's. 

 
26 The non-compliance by Sub-Sahara was large, over $70,000.  It had 

spent little money on famous blue in previous years.  Although in the 2 
years since the relevant year the option holder during the relevant 
expenditure year and now tenement holder has demonstrated 
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commitment to the tenement.  I accept the submission of Mr Lawton that 
I should not allow South Boulder the option of buying itself out of a 
plaint.   

 
27 “The whole policy of the Act is that a tenement holder unable to 

explore for or exploit mineral resources of a tenement should give way 
for some other person to do so.  The Act encourages exploration and 
mining activity and discourages a tenement holder from going to sleep 
on his rights and obligations”.   (Warden Reynolds in Craig V Spargos 
Exploration NL unreported, noted at AMPLA Bull 73. 

 
28 If a tenement holder could sleep on its obligations knowing that it 

could if challenged by way of plaint simply later overspend and avoid 
forfeiture or alternatively sell its interest to a big spender to avoid 
forfeiture, it would seriously undermine the 'jealous neighbour' principle 
upon which the industry depends to police compliance with the 
principles of the Mining Act. 

 
29 I am satisfied that the breach is of sufficient gravity to justify 

forfeiture and the work performed on the tenement since the relevant 
expenditure year is not sufficient to rob the breach of this sufficiency. 

 
30 I therefore recommend that Mining Lease 38/331 be forfeited. 
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